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Abstract:
Media is a lifeline of our society. It hailed as the fourth estate because of its sheer power to form
public opinion on any issue. It gives a platform to discuss, debate, discourse on any issue which
is very important for wholesome upliftment of a society. In case of Environment too, the media
has an important part to play by informing, educating people about the environment. It has long
been argued that public perceptions of environmental issues depend primarily on the mass media.
The mass media have been a central public arena for publicizing environmental issues and for
contesting claims, arguments and opinions about our use and abuse. Mass media have given
voice to the environment itself by articulating environmental change in particular ways, via
claims makers or authorized definers. The public frequently learns about the environment from
news and entertainment media. Journalists write on the environment to provide that crucial link
between field workers and citizens and policy makers. In this scenario, researcher has tried to
assess some leading newspaper of West Bengal. For this purpose, researcher has done content
analyses of four newspapers- Ananda Bazar Patrika,Times of India, Hindustan Times and Indian
Express for one year, January to December of 2014 to analyze their role on environmental issues,
the trend of environmental reporting by the agenda setter newspapers.
Abstract: Environment reporting, agenda setting, environmental awareness, environment
coverage
I INTRODUCTION
Environment as a major topic of discussion has been doing rounds since the onset of early
twentieth century more so with the rising industrialization and subsequently global warming. The
causes of the environmental problems and the methods of addressing these issues largely depend
on human perceptions, attitudes and behavior linked eventually to the values and the belief
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system about the world. Communication is the key to in shaping our understanding of the natural
world and the role of humans; analyzing the relation between all of the aspects discussing and
negotiating diverse points of view; in an environment where opinionated as also constrained
voices co-exist; which in turn influence the way we act and our support for, or opposition to,
specific policies. The field of environmental communication is moving fast as scientists,
governments, the media, corporations, NGOs, and local communities are trying to recognize the
crucial role of effective communication, about critical environmental concerns that are affecting
all species on earth. Any person participating in this exercise is engaging himself as an active
participant in environment communication and that includes everyone from the most passionate
environmental advocates, to the fiercest opponents of ecological protections. In this aspect one
cannot but mention that former U.S. Vice-President Al Gore shared the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize
with the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for his work in
communicating about climate change which goes on to makes him the most distinguished
environmental communicator today.
Concept of environment
The environment concept which this research deals with is the natural environment which
includes everything within the natural world but practically the word „environment‟ covers
everything except human. The tradition of excluding humans from the basic concept of
environment is not new and has continued over the ages. In early history too, the meaning of
nature was separated from human development. It was generally believed that pre-Socratic
Greek philosophers conceived that the variety of phenomenon which surrounds us was the idea
of an abstracted nature. It was believed that nature was thought as separate from man.
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Definitions of environment vary The circumstances, objects, or conditions by which one is surrounded
2a: the complex of physical, chemical, and biotic factors (as climate, soil, and living
things) that act upon an organism or an ecological community an d ultimately determine its
form and survival
b: the aggregate of social and cultural conditions that influence the life of an individual or
community
3: the position or characteristic position of a linguistic element in a sequence
4: a computer interface from which various tasks can be performed a programming environment.

As per the Oxford Dictionary English, nature or environment means physical world which
includes plants, animals, landscapes etc. collectively, except human and human creations. Ruse
(1995), felt, the meaning of nature can be divided in three areas. First, nature can be meant as the
universe and its contents; second, the living world; and third which includes everything. At the
root of environmental writing is a desire to change current thinking so that people see themselves
as a part of the environment and not as masters who have a right to exploit resources.

Role of Indian press in Environment Communication
Indian press since pre-independence era and post independence have been striving to build
nationalism and pro-development values and positioned itself too in its successive five year
plans. When newspapers of the world are finding it hard to garner profits India is the country
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which is still in its nascent stage in this sector. Owing to a strong rural base and neo-literates the
print medium especially newspapers alone had gone up 500 percent between 1979 and 1999. By
1996, the medium of daily print had quadrupled from what it was a generation earlier and this
was undoubtedly one of several key factors that enabled people in India to “discover ways of
thinking about themselves and to participate in politics that would have been unthinkable a
generation ago” (Jeffrey, 2000, p. 1). Although in the initial phases the English language
newspapers rode high on revenue but gradually with the rise of vernacular newspapers the Indian
print media came to a full circle. According to a report by the World Association of Newspapers,
the volume of sales of Indian newspapers jumped by 35.51 percent between the years 2003 and
2007 (WAN, 2008).

In the advertising sector print media still rules the roost with 45% of the revenue generation
whereas its close ally the broadcast medium garnering only 37%. This has given rise to stiffer
competition between news and advertising space in newspapers which eventually resulted in
minimal news coverage (IndianTelevision.com, 2009).

Regarding coverage of environment news it is believed that they have been „limited‟ in terms of
creating mass awareness of environmental issues (Sekar, 1981). Although some scholars believe
that the scenario has changed and at present some prominent newspapers like Times of India,
Hindustan Times, and Indian Express and few magazines like Down to Earth and Sanctuary has
taken up the cudgels to communicate on environment issues that add richness and depth to the
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public discourse on the environment and sustainability in India (Raghavan, 2007) (Nambiar,
2014).

1.1. Environment Issues in West Bengal
Certain issues of West Bengal have caught the attention of the environmentalists for quite a long time.
The issues like-

1. Environmental issues in sunder bans- Sea Level Rise (due to which a lot of agricultural land got
submerged)., Salinity(increased salinity is caused due to the scarcity of the fresh water in the Ganges
fresh water. ), 2014 Oil Spill The oil spill disturbed the aquatic life and resulted in the death of certain
aquatic animals especially the dolphins. The oil spill is generating a major threat to the forest's food
cycle.), Cyclones, Pollution (heavy disposal of solid waste from the nearby cities, the Ganges river does
not carry fresh water to the Sundarbans. A huge amount of domestic and industrial effluents are carried
by the tributary rivers. Loads of mud disposals from the harbors also cause pollution. ), Man-made
disasters (dumping of various industrial and domestic waste into the river systems are also possessing a
threat to the environment), Fishing(over fishing has put the environment under great pressure) are
some of the factors affecting the natural environment of the sunder bans(2015).

2. Arsenic poisoning - Arsenic crisis in India dates back to as early as 1976 when a preliminary survey on
arsenic in dug wells, hand pumps and spring water from Chandigarh and different villages of Punjab,
Patiala, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh in northern India was reported in Lancet by Dr. D.V Datta
Officially, arsenic poisoning in West Bengal was first diagnosed by a dermatologist K.C. Saha of School of
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Tropical Medicine (STM), Calcutta (Kolkata was previously known as Calcutta) to an outdoor patient of
village Ramnagar of Baruipur police station in the district of South 24-Parganas on 6th July, 1983. Later it
came out that many arsenic patients existed in many villages well before 1983 but they could not be
clinically diagnosed, so were not highlighted. Garai et al. (Datta, 2006)

Figure 9:Ground water arsenic contamination status in West Bengal(Datta, 2006)

3. In North Bengal rapid population growth, industrialisation, real estate are creating a problem in
environment protection. North Bengal house of rich flora and fauna; has 6 Wildlife Sanctuaries, 4
National Parks, 1 Tiger Reserve and 1 Elephant Reserve. It is the home of thousands of animals, birds,
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plants including endangered species. Rapid developmental activity, population growth, migration, etc. is
creating tremendous challenges for the environment. In man-animal conflict Elephant death by rail is
highest. Despite of being endangered species 71 elephants died in North Bengal because of the railway.
Rapid population growth in Siliguri area caused huge traffic and air pollution. Water pollution from
domestic wastewater is another major concern. Most of the river carries domestic waste water, which
causes depletion of fresh water. In Siliguri, Mahananda River is about to die because of the waste water.
The solid waste deposit is another major issue. It also causes various health diseases like dengue,
Chikungunya, encephalitis etc (Jana, 2016).

4. Environment pollution in coal mine areas like Raniganj, Assansol -dust control, gaseous pollutants,
plant emissions and ground water conditions are some of the issues plaguing environment in west
Bengal (Bandopadhyay, 2014). Apart from these river Ganga pollution, industrial pollution, air and noise
pollution is an issue that is prevalent in almost all the parts of West Bengal.
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Figure 10:Pollution can lead to serious health effects. (Pradhan, 2015)

A detailed info graphic can adequately portray the amount of pollution existing in the Indian cities.
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Figure 11: Indian Metro and B-towns are among the most polluted cities in the world (Pradhan, 2015)

Global lessons have also been studied to find effective measures in the serious causes of pollution in
India. The solution, suggests Rahul Mehrotra, is to think macro, Urban Planner and Professor of Urban
Design and Planning at the Harvard Graduate School of Design. He suggests solution based on the
planning of a city and feels design should meet with the measures taken (Pradhan, 2015) .
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Figure 12:Measures that worked in other cities around the world to curb pollution (Pradhan, 2015)

Context of the study
In recent years environmental education has taken a serious concern in various countries. People
have developed a deep interest in knowing environment issues. But it has been observed very
unfortunately that Indian newspapers are very reluctant in carrying out environment news.
Environment related news gets the preference only when there is a major disaster like
earthquake, volcanic eruptions and so on, which are hard news. Public depend heavily on the
media for environmental information, but the coverage of environmental news is rather limited
as compared to other areas, for instance politics or business, in West Bengal. Environmental
stories in form of education hardly gets any space in newspapers.
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The reasons could be many. Starting from agenda setting of the media houses, to gate keeping by
the editors to house policies or may be even due to occupational norms of journalists or their
daily routines which suffer time and space constraints.
Another case in point is that the environmental subject is cyclical and reporting is based on
numerous factors and events. Ward (2002) believes that there is a connection between
environmental coverage and significant environmental issues, for example, broad gauge rail
track in north Bengal, each year results in massive death of wild animals. The environmental
subject itself is so strong that it should have been placed in importance in line with political and
economic stories. But that is not the scenario. As a result, the media role of being a „watchdog‟
and of educating readers about issues such as the environment fails to match with reality. Hence,
the establishment of environmental journalism as a separate stream is important to provide a
better public forum for environmental debate.
This is all the more important as the state of West Bengal is rich in bio-diversity and is a house
of great flora and fauna. The environment coverage of major newspapers operating in West
Bengal both in English and vernacular language should strictly come under the scanner. Not
merely for profit but also for social responsibility the newspapers should take up the cudgels.
As very little research has been covered till date on this area in West Bengal, the researcher is
keen on the study of one year coverage of major newspapers in West Bengal. The thesis does not
choose any particular event based period rather it covers a whole year to study the general
environmental coverage by the agenda setter press of West Bengal which can be helpful to
understand the overall picture of environment reporting of the state. Besides that, the areas of
environment covered by the media are another important point which the thesis deals with.
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Theoretical Framework
Two theories have been discussed in this section; 1) Agenda setting theory and news
construction and 2) Down‟s issue attention cycle



Agenda Setting Theory and News Construction

Media acts as a tremendous force in giving voices to the underprivileged and the unrepresented
and creating public opinion. Agenda setting is one of the theories which help the news
organizations to prioritize news and form opinion. News is a humanly constructed product, not
just information which spontaneously appears in a random order. News as a result is a product of
complex processes and not merely a simple reflection of what happening in society. Public
knowledge about the environment and the simultaneous reactions to it are also shaped by these
processes. The term „agenda setting‟ was first introduced by McCombs and Shaw in 1972 to
describe the way media affected indirectly the thought process of the public. It is a process where
the media select and set the agenda by telling the public „what is important‟ for them (Weaver,
1991).
Halloran (1998) states that agenda setting influences the public at two stages. First, at the societal
level whereby the media creates „climate of opinion‟ and set the agenda on the amount of
coverage that should be given to certain issues in the media which eventually affect the
importance of an issue for the audience. For example, Mazur (1981) found that coverage of a
scientific controversy, increased public opposition to the technology even when the coverage
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was not negative. However, Atwater, Salween and Anderson et el. (1985) contend that coverage
of certain scientific issues is rather so small that it is difficult to achieve agenda setting.
The power of media is not limitless. at the individual level the messages of the media impinge
upon the experiences and the biases of an individual coupled with the socio-cultural factors .
Different individuals approach stories with varying frames which cause individuals to gather
different meanings from stories or to respond differently.
Hallinan(1995) argues that the agenda set by the media may not be necessarily what the public
are concerned about, but may simply be the issues they are aware of. If an issue such as inflation
has been discussed heavily in the media, then the public are likely to think of inflation when
asked which issues are important. Simultaneously as the media set agendas, media owners also
seek to produce content that reflects the needs and desires of the audience with an aim to
maximize their profits. There is a prevailing powerful culture within management and newsroom
staff of newspapers to sell news to the readers, concerned primarily to increase. Thus, the news is
only to affirm the public‟s expectations of an structured belief systems. In this case, journalists
might assert some influential elements in their writing, but perceive it as a responsibility to
increase circulation and to serve the public with what they want to read (Parenti, 1986, p. 44).
Gans(1990) stresses that the media can succeed financially only by reflecting and affirming the
prevailing values inherent in society. Accordingly he has developed his work by citing earlier
theorists in his book Deciding What’s News and termed as “enduring values” which define the
characteristics of society which are reflected in the selection and perspective of media content.
He also managed to highlight the coherence that exists between society and the press, and
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elaborates on the role of the press as an agency which socializes the individual to accept
society‟s structure as legitimate.
One of the best known lists of news values was drawn up by media researchers Johan Galtung
and Marie HolmboeRuge. In their analysis of international news stories to find out what factors
had influenced news stories to get placed in top newspapers they deduced certain elements which
although conducted four decade ago 1965 yet has its relevance even till date.

Galtung and Ruge (1965)

have argued that enduring values such as „convention

newsworthiness‟ by which media organizations evaluate the saleability of information or make a
selection of information are transformed into news which are based on the ability of a newspaper
to return a profit. Galtung and Ruge et al. (1965) stated that the significance of events is
culturally determined. Later theorists have claimed that the news is determined by variety of
external factors such as institutionalized conventions in the news gathering process, political,
ideological and cultural requirements (MacQuail, 1993).

 Down’s Issue Attention Cycle
“Public attention rarely remains sharply focused upon any one domestic issue for very long”
Anthony Downs (1972).
“Anthony Downs of the Brookings Institution in the 1970‟s began observing what he called “the
issue attention cycle” in the American media. The cycle is: the news media and public ignore a
serious problem for years; for some reason, they suddenly notice, declare it a crisis and concoct a
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solution; next they realize the problem will not be easily fixed and will be costly; they grow
angry, then bored; finally, they resume ignoring the problem” (2017)
Public attention and activism is very transient and depends on whether the issue is a continuing
problem of significant importance to society, or a relatively new and unheard of phenomenon.
Whatever be the situation the reactions, it tend to follow similar patterns of cycling attitudes and
behaviors, having a tendency to “suddenly leap into prominence, remain there for a short time,
and then gradually fade from the center of public attention.” As Anthony Downs explains in an
article written more than 40 years ago, issues regarding the environment, he calls this process the
“issue-attention cycle,” one of the most intriguing theories regarding environmental public
opinion. Even though this article was written in the 1970‟s, Downs‟ theory continues to provide
crucial insight into what is currently happening with public opinion about the environment today.
Essentially rooted in “the nature of certain domestic problems and in the way major
communications media interact with the public,” there are five stage, Downs defines the issueattention cycle.


Pre-problem stage:

The first stage is pre-problem stage whereby “a disagreeable social situation exists but it is
unknown to the general public”. It takes place when a undesirable condition or situation occurs
which is waiting to catch the attention of the public, regardless of whether or not experts or
interest groups were already aware of the problem.
Alarmed discovery and euphoric enthusiasm
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The second stage is “the alarmed discovery and euphoric enthusiasm level where due to some
dramatic events”, the public is made both “aware of and alarmed about the evils of a particular
problem.” At this stage they desire to have an instant solution to the problem within a relatively
short time.
The next two stages deals with the decline of interest within environmental issues, resulting in an
immense decline in euphoric enthusiasm.


Realizing the cost of significant progress

The third stage consists of a gradually spreading realization that the cost of solving the problem
is very high indeed. Really doing so would not only take a great deal of money but also require
major sacrifices by large groups in the population. The public begins with its realization that part
of the problem results from arrangements that are providing significant benefits to someoneoften to millions as also “major sacrifices by large groups in the population.” are required.For
example, traffic congestion and a great deal of smog, noise and air pollution is caused by
increasing auto mobile usage. Yet this also enhances the mobility of millions of people who
continue to purchase more vehicles to obtain these advantages. Thus for some people, sacrificing
these advantages comes as no easy task, and most don‟t want to sacrifice at all.
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Figure 15: Down‟s Issue-Attention Cycle (Petersen, 2009, p. 7)



Gradual decline of intense public interest

The previous stage becomes almost imperceptibly transformed into the fourth stage: a gradual
decline in the intensity of public interest in the problem. As more and more people realize how
difficult it is to achieve and how costly it would be to achieve a solution to the problem, thus
setting three reactions. Some people just get discouraged. Other feel positively threatened by
thinking about the problem, so they suppress such thought. Still others become bored by the
issue. Most people experience some combination of these feelings. At the same time some other
issues usually enter at stage two. These new stories start putting more powerful claim upon
public attention.


The post-problem stage:

The final stage is the post-problem stage. The old issue gradually wean off the agenda and
become an issue of lesser concern. In this stage attention toward the issue settles down at least on
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a scale higher than when the discussion was initiated and becomes subject to what Downs calls,
„Spasmodic recurrences of interest‟.
Downs applied this cycle to environmental issues which he found could stay in the news longer
as compared to political news. He thought the possible reasons for this are because of the
visibility of the environment.

IV RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Population and sample of the study
Four major daily newspapers of West Bengal: Ananda Bazar Patrika (ABP), Times of India
(TOI), Hindustan Times (HT) and Indian Express (IE) have constituted the population of the
study. All four newspapers were a Kolkata based edition. The choice is deliberate to draw
appropriate comparisons with regard to coverage, photos between regions based editions of
national and regional dailies. Further, the study is restricted to the main pages of newspapers.
Therefore supplementary were not considered. These four newspapers were selected with a view
to understand the importance of Environmental News in Agenda Setting Newspapers of West
Bengal.

Sampling technique and selection
Media content studied constitutes more of a census than a sample in the strictest statistical sense.
So researcher has adopted a census approach to examine every issue of three dailies for every
story in the time frame of the study. All stories fromAnanda Bazar Patrika, Times of India,
Hindustan Times and Indian Express were coded. Each newspaper was scanned for news for a
period of one year, Januaryto December 2014. Each sample newspaperwas analyzed for every
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day in a week starting with 1st January 2014 till 31st December 2014. Hence, roughly 1400
copies were collected from the four identified newspapers.

All pages (except the supplementary) of a newspaper were analysed manually by coders.
Altogether 1134 articles, including pictures were collected from four identified newspapers in
one year period. All pages (except the supplementary) of a newspaper were analyzed manually
by coders based on the coding categorization.

Operational definition of categories
For the purpose of the study, all matters of each newspaper have been divided into three
components, i.e. Total Print Space (TPS), News Hole or Space for News (SFN) and Space for
Non-News (SFNN) which comprises advertisement, all commentary, comic strip, horoscope,
daily entertainment slots, letters to the editor together (Guha, 2011).

After that for more intensive study, author divided content of the News Hole, also referred to in
this study as coverage of the newspaper, into six broad categories- Political, Crime, Business,
Environment, Sports and Others (Murthy, Ramakrishna, & Melkote, 2010)

Content Categories


Political: All the news items covering regional, national and international political issues,
including policy statements of the ministers, which comprise international policy, etc.
statements against/ for regional governments, spat between politicians, political criticism
quota bills, communal issues etc.



Crime: it consists of two categories of crime.
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Crime by politicians:One is political crime where politicians are involved such as 3G
Spectrum case, murders for political gains, murder and rapes for enjoyment by
politicians, etc.
Crime by Others:Anti-social elements, professional criminals, incidental act of
crimes such as road rage, hit and run causing accidents.


Business: Matters related to prices, price hike, business, sensex, exim policy, exports and
imports, performance of corporate sector, relief measures for corporate sectors, dearness
allowances, support prices, agricultural measures to boost agro-economy, etc.



Environment: Environment story was broadly included any story which has a primary
focus on some aspect of the global, national, regional or local environment. It could
primarily any political story about the need for government action for any environmental
issues or any business story with main focus on the economic impact of pollutant or
could be some legal stories which dealt with the prosecution for environmental crime or
any bill or act relating to environment and nature.



Sports: Matters related to sports and related activities



Others: Activities involving public importance on various government schemes,
pensions for old age, culture, health issues, etc. even matters related to celebrities such as
marriage, gossips of their love and entertainment programs were brought under this
category.

VI RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The study is based on three quantitative aspects- frequency of reporting, news hole and
positioning of a story to measure the prominence of environmental stories in each newspaper.
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These three aspects are very important to study the importance of the particular category in the
newspaper.

For the study of four newspaper namely Ananda Bazar Patrika, Hindustan Times, Indian Express
and Times of India for one calendar year, sometime environmental stories (including news and
Feature) and stand-alone photographs clubbed together to get the whole picture of the coverage.
It is important to study the particular category in respect of total Space for News (SFN) or news
hole and Total Print Space (TPS), i.e. the space from below the masthead to the borderline in the
lower half of the newspapers. News Hole was found after deducting the space given to Non
News Print Space (NNPS) or print space for advertisement, comic strip, horoscope, letters to the
editor, daily entertainment slots.

5.2.1. General pattern of Newspaper coverage
Before diving into the environmental news coverage, researcher has observed the coverage
pattern of the four sampled newspapers. Researcher analysed how different newspapers
prioritized and reported the news under 6 different main categories such as- Business, Crime,
Environment, Political, Sports and Others.

5.2.1.1 Number of Stories
A total of 9331 stories were collected from one Bengali and three English newspapers namely:
Ananda Bazar Patrika (ABP), Hindustan Times (HT), Indian express (IE) and Times of India
(TOI).
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Figure 1: Total number of stories in each newspaper
Figure 1 shows in respect of number of stories, political stories are high in every newspaper.
Environment stories are also in a good number with sports, crime and business. Stories under
„Other‟ category, numbered high in three English newspapers as it includes every stories which
did not fit in rest of five distinctive categories.

5.2.1.2 Space for Stories
In terms of space too, political stories got large section of space in every newspaper followed by
sports. Whereas, comparative to other categories, space devoted to environment is very
negligible.
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Figure 2: Total space under different categories in four newspapers

In more detail, Political stories are the main content of every newspaper. Sport got good amount
of space as every day each newspaper have devoted pages for sports. So sports got fixed amount
of space for coverage. „Floating‟ story which does not have dedicated pages like crime,
environment and other stories does not able to secure a minimum space. However, space allotted
to environment is very less amongst all categories.

5.2.2. General Characteristics of the environmental Stories
Now we delve deep into the category „environment‟. For deep analysis researcher sub divided
the environment category into eight sub-categories, i.e- Conflict, Crisis, Development, Policy,
Pollution, Tourism, Wildlife, Nature. All environment stories were stacked under suitable subcategories so that we can get a clear idea about story preferences of newspapers.

5.2.2.1 Measures of Prominence:
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5.2.2.1.1 Frequency of reporting:
A total of 1134 environmental news stories were collected from three English and one Bengali
mainstream newspapers of West Bengal namely: Times of India (TOI), Hindustan Times (HT),
Indian Express (IE) and Ananda Bazar Patrika (ABP).

Among the four newspapers, Times of India (TOI) published the highest number of
environmental news with 348 in the year of the study. Second highest with 321 articles is
Hindustan Times (HT) followed by Indian Express (IE) with 319 articles and Ananda Bazar
2Patrika (ABP) with 146 articles.

300
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Figure 3: Number of environmental stories in four newspapers

Among the four newspapers TOI has the biggest coverage. Four newspapers are from four
different media houses. The higher environmental coverage of TOI, IE and HT is perhaps due to
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their urban-educated audience across the country and Bengali newspaper have restricted Bengali
speaking audience of West Bengal and surrounding states.

5.2.2.1.2 Placement of stories
Appearance is another aspect of measuring prominence. In print media, page number matters,
where the story has been published. It shows the importance of particular issue. Stories published
in front page and story published in middle page of newspaper does not carry same importance.
It also reflects the media house‟s perception about any issue. It reflects that what the particular
newspaper aka media house thinks.

In respect of environment stories too, page position reflects the importance given by the
newspaper.

5.2.2.1.2.1 Front page coverage
As a whole, the environment is not seen as a topic of importance. Only 14% of total item got
space in front page. Among four newspapers Hindustan Times gives more space to environment
related issues than the others. Out of 1134 items, 161 stories get published in front page.
Whereas Political and Advertisement are the two categories mostly covered in the front page of
each newspaper.
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Figure 4: Page position of environment stories
Interestingly, Ananda Bazar Patrika gives more Front page space of 32% to environment stories
though the total numbers of environment stories are very less in this newspaper compare to other.
Hindustan Times gives 16% of front page space to environment stories whereas Indian Express
gives 10% and Times of India gives only 9% of the front page space to environment stories.

5.2.2.1.3 Story space
Total print space, space for advertisement, total news hole, space for environment stories in the
pages of Ananda Bazar Patrika, Hindustan Times, Indian Express and Times of India in Col. Cm.
from January to December 2014 is:
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Name
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the Total

Newspapers

Print Space

Space (Col. Cm)

advertisement

for Total

News Space devoted

Hole (Col. Cm)

(Col. Cm)

to
Environment
stories

(Col.

Cm)
Ananda

Bazar 6999656

2295026

4702960

5133

Patrika
Hindustan Times

3247987

1150392

2095012

41200

Indian Express

10611808

2921870

7686047

14388

Times of India

40256834

32810940

7440870

15369

Table 1: Space devoted to environment stories

It is clearly indicated from table 1, that major print space occupied by the advertisement
irrespective of newspapers. Space covered by environment stories of Ananda Bazar Patrika is
5133 col.cm. which is 0.11% of total space for news. In Hindustan times its 1.96%, in Indian
Express 0.18% and for times of India its 0.20% of total space for news. Figure 5 is the
diagrammatic representation of environment stories against the total space for news.
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Figure 5: Space for environment stories against news hole

Apparently, in total number of stories and total space for environment issues, there is variation in
each sample newspaper. Figure 11 shows the comparison between total number and total space
of environment stories in each newspaper where inner circle represent total space and outer circle
represents total number of stories. The diagram indicates that in most of the newspaper, number
of stories might be high but the space is very much less.
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146
348
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HINDUSTAN TIMES
321

14388
41200

INDIAN EXPRESS
TIMES OF INDIA

319

Figure 11: Comparison between number and space for environment

Average space per story in each newspaper in Figure 12 reflects that only Hindustan Times gives
more average space per story than other three. Another interesting thing is, being a national
newspaper there is no such difference in average space per story in Indian Express and Times of
India with a regional language daily, Ananda Bazar Patrika.
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PATRIKA, 35
TIMES OF
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INDIAN
EXPRESS, 45
HINDUSTAN
TIMES, 128

Figure 12: Average space (col.cm.) per story in each newspaper

Categories of Environment stories covered
Conflict, crisis, development, policy, pollution, tourism, wildlife, nature are eight categories of
environment stories. To analyse the favoured categories of environment by the newspapers both
number of stories and space devoted to the stories in particular categories has been considered.
Because it is always important to consider number and space both to get the exact picture of the
coverage.
5.2.2.1.1

Number of Stories

To get more in depth picture of environment coverage by newspaper, three sect has been
identified- News, feature and stand-alone photographs. In all three sects eight sub categories are
present. So that we can get that which kind of stories are most favourable category in news,
feature and photographs. First number of coverage has been considered.
5.2.2.1.1.1 Environment News
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In environment news, Crisis and wildlife categories have more number of news more or less in
four newspapers. Ananda Bazar Patrika published news uniformly in every categories more or
less. Crisis and Wildlife are two mostly covered categories in four newspapers. Development
category has 16.19% & 12.54% of stories in HT and TOI. Under policy category, ABP published
7 numbers of stories, HT published 14, Indian Express published 17 and Times of India covered
24 numbers of stories on Policy. Nature and Tourism are least covered category in four
newspapers.
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Ananda Bazar Patrika

Hindustan Times

Indian Express

Times of India

Figure 6: Number of environment news under different sub categories
5.2.2.1.1.2 Environment Feature
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Feature are one of most important part of any newspapers. Number of feature on environment is
very less though. However, like news, number of feature under Crisis category is more on four
newspapers. Features are very less in Ananda Bazar Patrika. Only 14 feature published in one
year among them pollution and wildlife category got 5 and 6 number of features respectively.
Among four newspapers Indian Express published highest feature i.e. 37 followed by Hindustan
Times (34) and Times of India (31). In Hindustan times feature Crisis got highest number of
stories i.e. 12. Whereas in Indian Express Crisis (11) and Policy (10) are among highest covered
category. In Times of India uniform feature can be seen. Where two most covered category are
Development (9) and Crisis (8).

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Ananda Bazar Patrika

Hindustan Times

Indian Express

Times of India

Figure 7: Number of environment features under different sub categories
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5.2.2.1.1.3 Environment Photographs
Photographs are another important sect of newspaper. In environment, stand-alone photographs
are very important. As photographs have a very bold impact on readers, on the issue of
environment, analysis of photographs can be gave an insight view of true coverage of
environment.
Out of total 122 photographs, Ananda Bazar Patrika published 25, Hindustan Times 39, Indian
Express 20 and Times of India published 38 numbers of photographs. Ananda Bazar Patrika
published more number of photos on wildlife whereas Hindustan Times preferred nature oriented
photographs followed by wildlife. Crisis photographs got preference in Indian Express and again
Times of India published photographs more or less in every category. In terms of number, top
three categories are Wildlife (33), nature (31) and crisis (27).
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Ananda Bazar Patrika
Conflict

Crisis

Hindustan Times
Development

Indian Express
Pollution

Tourism

Times of India
Wildlife

nature

Figure 8: Number of environment photographs under different sub categories

Story Space
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Environment News and Features
In terms of space, if total space for environment news and features were clubbed, top five
categories in all four newspapers are Crisis (129%), Wildlife (74%), Pollution (53%),
Development (46%) and Conflict (37%). Every newspaper has given different space to different
sub-categories. In Ananda Bazar Patrika, most space has given to Conflict (25%) of total space
of environment stories followed by Crisis (21%) and Pollution (20%). In Hindustan Times top
three categories are Crisis (27%) followed by development (20%) and wildlife (19%). In Indian
Express again Crisis category got the highest space of total environment space (51%). Wildlife is
second highest sub-category with 21% of total space for environment followed by pollution (9%)
and Development (7%) & Policy (7%). In Times of India top three categories are Crisis (29%),
Wildlife (25%) and Development (14%).

Ananda Bazar Patrika

Hindustan Times

Indian Express

Times of India

Conflict (25%)

Crisis (27%)

Crisis (51%)

Crisis (29%)

Crisis (21%)

Development (20%)

Wildlife (21%)

Wildlife (25%)

Pollution (20%)

Wildlife (19%)

Pollution (9%)

Development (14%)

Policy (14%)

Pollution (14%)

Development (7%)

Pollution (10%)

Wildlife (9%)

Conflict (8%)

Policy (6%)

Tourism (9%)
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Table 2: Top five sub categories of each newspaper
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Figure 9: Space for of environment news and features under different sub categories

Environment photographs
Environment photographs are another aspect researcher analysed. In terms of space, Hindustan
Times gives more space to environment photographs and development related photographs got
highest space followed by nature and crisis category. Ananda Bazar Patrka stresses more on light
photographs such as wildlife, nature, tourism. Crisis got more space than other categories in
Indian Express. Times of India published more or less every category hence, it has balanced
coverage of environment photographs.

Conflict
Crisis
Development
Pollution

ENVIRONMENT PHOTOGRAPHS (space)
Ananda Bazar Patrika
Hindustan Times
Indian Express
Times of India
120
20
45
1361
777
153
2750
36
18
34
1210
64
24
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Tourism
Wildlife
nature
Grand Total

48
792
497
1489.5

1418
1666
8404.4

88
985

Table 2: Space for environment photographs under different sub categories

VII CONCLUSION

To sum up, the whole results show that the Environmental coverage of leading newspapers of
West Bengal is not up to the desired levels. Therefore, it is necessary to develop media policy to
highlight more and more coverage in the environment. In addition, the results of the study also
indicate the need for inculcating environmentally friendly editor‟s policy among the newspaper
houses, which in turn will allow them to engage with the environment in a critical and productive
way. Analysis of the all three quantitative aspects of environment news points out that
newspapers are currently not giving much importance to the environment stories. In terms of
space occupied with the stories, environment stories are insignificant. In the same way, the result
of the frequency or total number of environment stories published in newspapers reveals that it
got some importance. This can enable newspapers to give more and more space and first page
publication to the environment.

To try to measure the trends of coverage of environmental reporting in the newspapers discloses
some typical phenomenon which, if explained upon, portrays a journalistic practice of these
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55
207
30
532

newspapers. All four newspapers do not have any regular column or slot for the environment.
Whereas stories related to sports, business, etc. got number of pages. Location of the
environment stories in particular pages (upper and lower fold, left or right quadrant) are also not
satisfactory. So it can be inferred from the exploration is that during the study period,
environmental content in the newspapers under discussion failed to secure a niche position for it.
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